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Context

• Miss Booth – I am a Reading 

Champion/Phonics Specialist at The 

Forest View Academy in Ollerton, 

Nottinghamshire. We are part of the 

Forge Trust.

• Miss Leaning – Year 6 Teacher at The

Forest View Academy.



OU Research inspiration 
and rationale

• We used the 5 areas of research from the 
Teachers as Readers (TaRs) research to
underpin our practice (Cremin et al., 2014).
We found we were already working as a
school to build rfp so this helped us further.
We had started building a new space and
investing in more books, so this paved the
way.

• We wanted to make reading enjoyable and
feature it as a social experience.



OU Research inspiration and rationale 
ctd.

TaRs found that in order to foster RfP effectively, teachers 
need to develop:

1. Considerable knowledge of children’s literature and other 
texts

2. Knowledge of children’s reading practice

3. A reading for pleasure pedagogy which includes:

• Social reading environments
• Reading aloud
• Independent reading
• Informal book talk, inside-text talk and

recommendations

4. As Reading Teachers: teachers who read and readers who 
teach

5. Reading communities that are reciprocal and interactive.
(from Cremin et al., 2014, above).



Aims

To improve interest in reading especially in boys
and children who aren’t exposed to reading at home.

To improve across the school, excitement about
reading and choosing books.

To create an amazing reading space.

To expose children to upcoming and new authors, as 
well as diverse choices and different genres.

To increase our collective knowledge of
children’s literature.



Outline
• We wanted to foster a social reading environment.

• We noticed that children couldn’t name many authors. They knew the 
classics i.e., Roald Dahl but didn’t know any new or upcoming. We were 
always hearing the same names.

• I created an author focus of the half-term, specifically focusing on 
diverse, different genres and authors who are new and upcoming. I 
worked with children creating a buzz around these authors and 
celebrating their books. We used Authorfy to engage in videos and 
explored their books.

• We identified reluctant and reading disadvantaged readers (children who
struggle with reading or who have limited access to books). We then set
up reluctant reader groups x 4 containing 8 children in each. These 
groups were initially from Y3, 4 and 5. We added Y6 in Summer 2 after
SATS. These groups involved spending time in our new VIP Reader’s Room
and enjoying time in there. The sessions were between 20 – 30 mins

• We invested in a wider range of books including graphic novels, non-
fiction, poetry etc. Football books was a genre that the boys
specifically requested.

• I wrapped books up and sent them to classes frequently to create a buzz 
around reading.

• We had a class teacher swap where teachers went and read aloud to 
another class a snippet of a new recommended book for their summer 2 
read.



Impact
• We found children could name their author 

focus, they could list their books and even facts 
about them. Children were wanting to read 
these books because they were written by the 
author they knew. Children knew who their
author focus was that half-term.

• We especially saw a rise in engagement in Year
4, we want to embed this across school and are
working towards this next academic year.

• We found the boys were especially loving 
reading anything centered around football or 
football players. Some even telling me they had 
purchased one of the books at home as they 
were enjoying.

• Children loved receiving their brand-new books
as a class and unwrapping together.

• We specifically wanted to create reading 
environments that enable children to enjoy 
reading.

“I read Sam WU is Not Afraid 
of Sharks! Because we 

looked at Katie and Kevin 
Tsang in class. I was 

interested about them and 

the book. I loved the book 
too. “

“It inspired me, when 
I researched Sam Wu 

is not afraid of the 

dark.”

“When I looked at the 
book, I found it 

interesting, and we were 
learning about Katie

and Kevin Tsang. I read 
one called Sam Wu is 
Not Afraid of Spiders.”

“I chose to read Look Up 

because I always read 

new authors and I like 

space, so I was definitely 

going to read it.”



Author focus display



VIP Reader’s Room – our school library!



An example of a

reading display.



Reflections on impact the TaRs research 
had on practice

• We want to continue working on raising 
children and staff knowledge around diverse 
authors.

• We want to continue to work with the 
reluctant readers, using the group as an 
opportunity for informal book talk and 
instilling a love of reading.

• We want to work on teacher’s knowledge of 
children’s authors and texts – we are in the 
process of setting up a staff CPD library of
children’s books that we are leaving in the 
staffroom. We are hoping this will inspire more 
staff to read children’s literature and carry on 
our rfp journey.


